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Summary 

Draw-over vaporizers pose an alternative to plenum vaporizers in emergency 

situations and in remote areas despite the low precision of the former. 

The instability of the existing draw-over vaporizers stems from the significant 

difference of flow regimes and geometry of bypass and vapor channels. This 

difference causes a dramatic dependence of the splitting ratio on the total gas flow. At 

low gas-flow rates through the vaporizer, the rate of flow through control valves is 

comparable with the rate of secondary gas flows arising from non-uniform density, 

variations of pressure and instant velocity during artificial or spontaneous ventilation 

and because of other disturbing factors. 

However, low hydraulic resistance is not necessarily related to low accuracy. 

The main problems of inhalation anesthesia may be solved by using a more 

perfect vaporizer that would be accurate as a plenum vaporizer, simple and low-

resistant as a draw-over one.  

An attempt to regularize the governing processes (gas flow, mass and heat transfer) 

within the laminar flow regime enabled us to design new low-resistance vaporizers 

��	�	�����8Pocket 400 g/stainless steal & 300 g/titanium and Universal), which 

are capable of dosing out anesthetics in the flow range of 0.2-15 L/min just like 

plenum vaporizers. 


# ����5�(����! ���(#���(" ���"�(�� �"9� �����&��"��� ��� �"# ������(#�� �����������

based on the above vaporizers, related to Breathing Circles, saving of anesthetics and 

gases, Auto-Analgesia and compatibility with medical Gas Sources (Mixers) and 

Automatic Ventilators. 

Due to the low resistance and virtual independence from fresh gas flow rate, 

" �& ��"9� ���!����� �"�&� ��9� :���	�	���� vaporizers are instantly adaptable to 

needs of on-site emergency surgery, military and urgent situations, remote areas, 

veterinary anesthesia and more sophisticated demands of a general/district hospital. 


# ������ �"�%�&���' ����	�	���-0.;	��81..�2<���!�"# ����"�&�$ ��9����	�	���-

20/S� (up to 10vol% of sevoflurane) provide effective anesthesia for adults and 
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children as well and animals (from a mouse to a horse) in operating and emergency 

situations. 

Key words: Inhalation Anesthesia, low resistance (draw-over) Vaporizers, volatile 

Anesthetics (Sevoflurane, Isoflurane), Breathing Circuit (circle), portable Anesthesia 

Machines (AM) and Automatic Ventilators.�

Examples and clarifications are italicized to facilitate reading.

77 pages, 21 figures, 4 tables. 

Alexander Berlin is an engineer and patent expert. He was born in Russia, in 1943. 

Having started in Israel (2001-2005) and completed in Russia (2006-2011), he 

devised and introduced into medicine new mini-Vaporizers and Anesthesia Machines. 

Alexander Berlin is the author of about 20 serial devices, 100 patents and 3 books. 

Alexander Berlin. Portable Vaporizers and Machines for Inhalation Anesthesia 

Victoria Lyublinskaya.  Translator and proofreader 
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INTRODUCTION 

Advantages of inhalation anesthesia [1- 7, 31]: 

1 - Natural way of anesthetic delivery (through the lungs) along with the necessary 

oxygen without compromising vital body tissues (as opposed to intravenous 

anesthesia). 

2 - ��� �( ����&�����6�!��� �8& !��"��(��� �"# �����2��"��(�����"��$�����2�9&�"# �

"#���"�:����"# ��6���2e is unacceptable for children under 14 years old). 

3 3More precise control on the anesthesia depth (rapid induction and especially rapid 

recovery from anesthesia, in contrast to intravenous agents). 

4 - Low biotransformation of modern anesthetics. 

Main problems of inhalation anesthesia include: 

1- The inhalation equipment (apparatus and gas supply system) is bulky in 

comparison with intravenous one. 

2 - At the minimum fresh gas flow of 250 ml/min the �9&&�6������� �"# "�(��2 �"�

� �(# ���"������"�=$�"#�����lurane 3 and that would be more striking with enflurane 

or halothane 3 the individual uptake of an adult patient exceeds the amount of agent 

$#�(#���)�����6�(���� ��9&&�� !���"��"# ��� �"#��2�8��<��6�" ���[2],even at the 

maximum dial setting. The lower the flow, the higher concentration on the control 

dial should be to maintain the necessary anesthesia depth. 

3 - Because of the low anesthetic vapor delivery rate during low flow anesthesia (gas 

flow from 0.2 to 2 L/min), the inspired anesthetic concentration significantly differs 

from the concentration on the vaporizer dial after the concentration switch (Table 1). 

The lower the fresh gas flow F, the greater the difference CS - CI, as well as the 

stabilization (delay) time of the inspired concentration �����c/F, where Vc is the 

breathing circuit volume. 

4 - Well-known draw-over vaporizers (OMV, Ohmeda PAC, Goldman) are 

associated with unpredictable output concentration and inadaptability to low gas 

flows (below 4 L/min).  
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Table 1 

Sevoflurane (S) and Isoflurane (I) low-flow anesthesia with a vaporizer OUT of the 
breathing circuit (VOC) [2]

Fresh gas (O2 ) flow F, L/min 0,25 0,5 1

Vaporizer setting / Inspired concentration, 
CS/ CI

S 8/2.8 5/2.8 3/1.8 
I 5/1.2 5/1.8 2/1 

Anesthetic vapor delivery 
FA= CS (1-CS)-1 F, mL/min 

S 21 26(max 42) 31(max 84) 
I 13 26 20 (max 53) 

Time delay concentration, �����c /F, min 20 10 5

Example 1. The time delay of Anesthesia Machine (AM) is greater than 10 min with 

a standard volume Vc= 5L and a flow rate F= 0.5 L/min. The real time delay T

significantly increases due to the anesthetic uptake and elimination by the patient 

tissues and not ideal rinsing of the respiratory circuit. 

The delivered anesthetic vapor flow FA may be increased by serially connecting 

agent-specific vaporizers kept out of the circuit [8]. On the other hand, the super-

complex anesthesia machine PhysioFlexTM with an electronically controlled vaporizer 

changes sevoflurane concentration from 0 to 2 vol.% in 80 to 510 s [16]. However, 

the mentioned methods and equipment are impractical. 

Thus, the anesthesiologist without the gas analyzer cannot practically assess the 

anesthetic inspired concentration despite the high precision of the vaporizer. 

The world market is saturated with stationary Anesthesia Machines (AM) based on 

traditional high resistance or plenum vaporizers working on compressed gas pressure 

of about 400 kPa. There is an acute shortage in portable AM based on stable draw-

over vaporizers operating irrespective of the power sources at a limited workplace in 

the field and emergency situations. 

�
#���#���� �"���� "#��2������2 � ��"����2�&����"# � >9�&� �"��%������ ����( �"# �

draw-�% ��%�&���' ��! % ��&� �"������9"��"�&& !���� �0�! (�! ���2��[5]. 

��$ % �:�! �&�" ����"�����"6:��!��$-over anesthesia is the system of first choice for 

������#��&�"���� [6, 7]. 
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�����9�" � � �%����� �"���&�� !��6�"# �"�("�(�����"9�"�������2 �2��&#�(�����(�"����

may demand innovative approaches to what are normally routine clinical problems. 

For example, the scarcity of medical-grade compressed gas may require the 

anesthetist to use draw-�% ��%�&���' ���=���"����(������&��("�( ����"# �+���[9, 10]. 

Attributes of inhalation anesthesia provision for remote areas and major disasters:

- Low body weight, portability, user friendliness; 

- Superb performance: efficient and accurate, nonspillable; 

- Multiple agent option; 

-Supplemental oxygen provision when available; 

- Ambient air use as a carrier gas. 

These various and contradictory requirements can be formulated in one phrase: the 

perfect vaporizer should be precise as plenum vaporizer and simple as draw-

over one. 

The emergence of relevant vaporizers and AM, first, will remove the above 

mentioned deficit, second, will expand their application in situations where there is 

no alternative adequate intravenous anesthesia (for example, with a massive blood 

loss) and, third, will increase the effectiveness of traditional inhalation anesthesia. 

Models of stabilized (by carrier gas consumption, temperature and pressure) low 

resistance vaporizers were developed in 2001-2005 in Israel within the framework of 

the start-9&��������������
 (#����26��"!�:���"#�92#�"# �! % ��&� �"����&��"�"6& �:�

medical certification and industrial production is organized in Russia (costs in tens of 

times less) in 2007-2011 [11-13]. 

Several &��"��� ��������������� ���! ����"# ����������"# �"$��%�&���' ��?�

��	�	���-0.;	��8@�"�� ������� ��"#���"# �� �"������2����<���!���	�	���-0.;���

(twice as powerful as Vapor 2000) for adults and children, as well as for animals 

(from a mouse to a horse). 

The development, manufacture and commercialization of medical products are 

particularly complex and costly (the multi-stage research, technical and medical tests, 
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and certification)/�9�� �"�6���� �"#���7..�&��"��� ���������������!���	�	�����

%�&���' ����� �9"���' !�����9�������!��"# �� ��������!�������6����"# �!��"��("�#��&�"����

and veterinary clinics. That is a �drop in the sea� compared to the USSR situation in 

7AB.C�:�$# ��@�"#�9���!�%�&���' ������ �" '��"-7����!���� �" '��"-0��were annually 

produced for the Medicine and Army needs (chapter 6).  

Such portable equipment is necessary in emergency situations (ambulance), military 

surgery, remote areas, man-made disasters as well as in district hospitals and 

veterinary medicine. 

Here are a few important facts. 

Annual sales of Sevoflurane total is more than $ 1 mrd. Estimated yearly revenue of 

Isoflurane is $ 200 million. 1/3 of Isoflurane yearly sales go for veterinary medicine. 

The maintenance of one-hour operation takes less than 20 ml of Sevoflurane. Such 

operations take place in more than 50% of all cases. The price of 1 ml Sevoflurane is 

about 1$, then the amount of annual only Sevoflurane anesthesia equals more 50

million. 

More than 100,000 vaporizers are produced annually in the world with $ 800-5000 

prize per unit. 

The cost of a stationary AM with mass over 50 kg, including monitors and ventilator, 

is tens of thousands dollars.  

The correlation between inhalation and intravenous general anesthesia changed 

radically in different historical periods. Thus, in the Crimean War (thanks to 

N.I.Pirogov, first surgeon in Europe to use anesthetics) and the civil war in the US, 

inhalation anesthesia was exclusively used. Tens of thousands of operations were 

performed annually in the absence of a perfect apparatus and anesthetics. Inhalation 

anesthesia also dominated in the World War I and World War II, in Korea, Vietnam, 

local conflicts in Bangladesh, Cambodia, Angola, Chad, the Falkland Islands and 

Iraq. 

However, according to the military anesthesiologists A.I. Levshankov and Yu.P. 

���9�#��:���9����������"��6���#���"������ �"# �������"��"��&�����"6������2#����"���
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(1980-88) and remained completely unclaimed in Chechnya (1994-AD<��� (�9� ����

the incompatibility of anesthesia equipment to extreme climatic conditions that are 

low atmospheric pressure and high temperature. 
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1. METHODS OF REGULATING OUTPUT CONCENTRATION 
AND POPULAR VAPORIZERS 

Vaporizers with dilution of the saturated vapor are prevailing among others. Their 

working principle is as follows: one part Fc  of gas flow F is saturated with anesthetic 

vapor in the vapor chamber to an equilibrium CS = PA/P (PA is the partial pressure of 

the saturated vapor pressure (SVP) 3 Table 1, P is atmospheric pressure) and diluted 

by the second (bypass ) part  Fb = F - Fc to a given concentration [14] 

� = [1+ (� ��-1 � 1) F Fc 
-1] -1                                                                                                                             (1)

There are two main conditions of vaporizer stability: 

1 - Equilibrium saturation of gas flow through the chamber with anesthetic vapors up 

to CS = PA/P 

2 - Constant splitting ratio of gas flow through the vaporizer F/Fc. 

That is, the output concentration C is stable (constant) when the relative variables 

PA/P and F/Fc are also constant. 

Constant splitting ratio Fc/F would mean identical flow regime in the bypass and the 

vapor channels. In a low-resistance vaporizer this takes place only in laminar flow. 

The equilibrium concentration of the least volatile anesthetic, Sevoflurane, is more 

than 20 vol.% (MAC - minimum alveolar concentration in oxygen is only 2.05 

vol.%) at standard conditions (20oC and 760 mmHg); the equilibrium concentration 

of the most volatile Isoflurane and Halothane is more than 30 vol.% (MAC values are 

respectively 1.15 and 0.75 vol.%, see Table 2). 

In a number of high-resistance vaporizers, a liquid anesthetic is dosed into the carrier 

gas stream (for example, by using a suitable syringe and vapor chamber). In this case, 

there must be a directly proportional relationship between the supply of a liquid 

anesthetic and the consumption of the carrier gas, which is usually carried out using 

an anesthetic gas analyzer and a computer control system. 

If equilibrium saturation of the entire carrier gas flow is used, the outlet anesthetic 

concentration in such vaporizers is conveniently represented as the ratio of the 

saturated vapor pressure of the anesthetic (SPV) to the total pressure CS = PA/P. 
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Table 2 

Physical properties of modern inhalation anesthetics 

*S I H   E 
Molecular mass, g/mol 200      184      197      184 
Density:��;ml 1,52       1,5 1,87 1,52 
Boiling point, �� 58,5 48,5 50,2 56,5 
SPV, mm Hg at 20 �� 157 238      243      175 

Equilibrium concentration CS, vol.%  20,6 31,3 32 23

MAC  in 100% O2 2,05 1,15 0,75       1,8 
MAC  in 70% N2O 0,66 0,56 0,29 0,57 
Biotransformation, % 3 - 5       0,2       20        2 
Refractive Power, (n-1)106 at 0 �� [15] 1538 1566 1606 1544

*S - Sevoflurane, I  - Isoflurane, � - Halothane, E 3 Enflurane 

The saturated vapor pressure (SPV) is regulated either by change in temperature (it is 

necessary to cool below 50 °C) or using solid or liquid sorbents (anesthesia station 

PhysioFlex) [16]. 

A special vaporizer was developed with a function of regulating anesthetic 

concentration by changing the total pressure P (tens of atmospheres) in a thermo-

stabilized vapor chamber. 

Accurate plenum vaporizers cannot be considered ideal for a number of parameters: 

mass and dimensions, efficiency, universality of gas supply (Table 3). 

Table 3 

Comparative data of anesthetic vaporizers 

Data Drager 
Vapor 2000 

Penlon  UK USSR  
Delta OMV �nestezist-1 �nestezist-2

Dial setting range,vol.% H & I 0 - 6 0 - 6 0 - 4 0-5 (20 Ether) 0-5 (20 Ether)

Gas flow range, L/min 0,25 3 15 0,2 315 4 - 8 1 - 10 2 - 15 
Temperature range, C 10 3 40 15 3 35 18 - 22 15 - 30 10 - 30 
Anesthetic volume, mL 360 250 50 100 100
Wick volume, mL 60 60 10 0 10
Pressure drop at 10 L/min, mm 
H2O 

1100 1000 <10 300 <10 

Angle of tilt, degrees 30 10 30 10 30
Mass, kg 6,5 3 8,5 5,7 1,3 6 3,2
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On the other hand, unstable low-resistance draw-over vaporizers are more effective in 

anesthetic vapor delivery, since the entire breathing mixture passes through the 

vaporizer (and not only a low oxygen flow). These vaporizers with a conventional 

control dial concentration were popular more than 50 years ago, however now they 

have limited distribution in military field conditions and remote areas, where 

simplicity of design and independence from compressed gases sources (O2 cylinders 

and concentrators) is more important than their instability. 

The difficulty in designing low-resistance vaporizers lies in the rational use of its 

limited resistance for stable division of the carrier gas stream. At the same time, it is 

necessary to minimize the factors that disrupt the ordered laminar flow and, 

consequently, splitting ratio F/Fc. 

Thus, the best low-� ���"��( �%�&���' ��������8
��� �0:�Attachment 10.3) 

practically stops working with a carrier gas flow of  less than 3 L/min. In this case its 

output anesthetic concentration drops to zero. Another draw-over vaporizer �Ohmeda 

PAC� has a similar disadvantage. 

To determine the cause of this typical drawback, it is not necessary to consider in 

detail the design and construction of such vaporizers. It is enough to look at the 

location of the control valve [17] in relation to the vapor chamber (approximately 50- 

70 mm higher in a vertical position, Fig.1) and recall the density difference of carrier 

gas and anesthetic vapor (density of SPV mixture, for example, of  Isoflurane is 

almost three times greater). At low flow rates 1-2 L/min, the vaporizer resistance 

(control valve) drops to 1 Pa, which is comparable to the pressure drop due to the 

density difference of carrier gas and anesthetic vapor. Therefore, the gas simply 

cannot enter the vapor chamber (squeeze out heavy anesthetic vapor) and accordingly 

the anesthetic vapor does not enter the patient's breathing circuit. 

�
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W. CLAYTON PETTY. MILITARY ANESTHESIA MACHINES. 
Chapter 7. Anesthesia and Perioperative Care of the Combat Casualty. 

www.bordeninstitute.army.com.mil

Fig. 1. Penlon Oxford Miniature Vaporizer (OMV) 

h��	
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2. VAPORIZER PHYSICS 

In Chapter 2 (equation 1) two main factors of vaporizer stability are formulated: 

1 - Equilibrium saturation of gas flow through the chamber with anesthetic vapors up 

to CS = PA/P 

2 - Constant splitting ratio of gas flow through the vaporizer F/Fc. 

An additional condition of stability in connection with the change of ambient 

temperature and atmospheric pressure is the temperature and pressure compensation 

of the outlet anesthetic concentration. 

Constant splitting ratio Fc/F in a low-resistance vaporizer takes place only in laminar 

flows through the vapor chamber and bypass. 

Indeed, a limited resistance range (up to 10 mm H2O) is used more rationally [14]. 

This is so, because under laminar flow conditions, resistance or pressure drop is 

proportional to the flow rate, while under turbulent flow conditions it increases as the 

square of the flow rate. There is in a draw-over vaporizer the gas flow during 

inspiration instantly rises from zero to a maximum (about three times a minute 

ventilation with the inspiration and expiration ratio I:E = 1:2) and vice versa. 

��%��9��6:��"# ����$�"#��92#� �"her the bypass or the vaporizing channels should not 

change from laminar to turbulent (or vice-versa) at any point within the operating 

range of the vaporizer. If  that did occur there would be a large and abrupt change in 

the calibration curve at that poi�"��[18].  

Nevertheless, well-known draw-over vaporizers (Goldman, OMV, Ohmeda PAC and 

others) work just at non-stable transient flow mode and therefore cannot deliver 

stable anesthetic concentration at low gas flows. 

Design Difficulties with Low-Resistance Vaporizers 

Ensuring constant splitting ratio Fc/F in low resistance vaporizers is much more 

difficult than in plenum vaporizers. First, the resistance of the draw-over control 

valves is about two orders of magnitude less (100 times), that is why at small flow 

rates (below 3 L/min), their control effect is comparable with the effect of 
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disturbance factors which are of small importance for the plenum vaporizers. Second, 

the instant velocity, as noted above, varies in a wider range (from zero to maximum) 

in a draw-over vaporizer and further destabilize the splitting ratio, especially when 

there are considerable geometrical differences between the bypass and vapor 

channels (length, volume, configuration). 

Example 2. Consider dependence of outlet Isoflurane concentration on the total gas 

flow rate in the Goldman type vaporizer where: 

- turbulent gas flow through the bypass channel has a rate from 3 to 12 L/min and 

square-��������	��	
�����������������	����������������pb = kbFb
2, where 

kb = 0.011 Pa.min2L-2  [18, 19]; 

- transient flow through the vapor channel has rate below 3 L/min and pressure drop 

�pc = kc Fc
n, where, in first approximation kc � 3.8 Pa.min1.5 L-1.5 and the exponent is 

n = 1.5;

- the vaporizing chamber delivers saturated Isoflurane vapors with concentration 

Cc = pap
-1 = 0.31 or 31 vol. % (20°C, 760 mm Hg). 

The delivered concentration from such vaporizer may be calculated using the formula 

(1) C = [1 + (p pa
-1� 1) F Fc

-1] -1. 

The calculation results are: 

Bypass flow Fb, L/min 3 6 12

Pressure drop of the bypass or chamber channels, Pa 0.1 0.4 1.6 

Chamber flow Fc, L/min 0.09 0.22 0.56 

Splitting ratio F Fc
-1 35.1 28.3 22.4 

Outlet concentration C, vol.% 1.3 1.6 2.0 

Thus, outlet concentration of the Goldman type vaporizer decreases approximately by 

35% when gas flow rate decreases from 12 to 3 L/min because of different flow 

regime through bypass and chamber channels (the exponent of pressure drop in the

bypass channel is n = 2, while the chamber exponent is n = 1.5).  
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An additional fall of concentration can appear because of decreasing mass transfer in 

the vapor chamber. In that case, laminar stream of carrier gas passes strait from 

chamber inlet to outlet openings aside of evaporating surfaces and the very low rate 

of diffusion of agent vapor across the local streamlines above the liquid surface being 

a determining factor in the Goldman type vaporizer [18]. 

Different density of carrier gas and anesthetic vapors is another disturbance factor 

for the draw-over vaporizers. At low flow rates of the carrier gas, say below 2 L/min, 

the pressure drop of the control valves is very low and comparable to the weight 

difference between the carrier gas and the anesthetic vapors.  

Example 3. Evaluate outlet halothane concentration of Oxford Miniature type 

Vaporizer (OMV) at low flow rate. The vaporizer resistance is �� = kc·Fc
n where 

kc � 0.8 and n � 1.5 are experimental coefficients.

������������������������������p = 100 Pa at 25 L/min (approximately equals to 

the �����������������
���������������	��p = 2.3 Pa at 2 L/min. 

Due to the pressure differential, part of carrier gas flow passes through the vapor 

chamber. However the liquid anesthetic level is lower than the bypass axes by h � 60 

mm (Fig. 1) and there is a negative chamber pressure drop that is proportional to 

density difference of the carrier gas and the anesthetic (halothane) mixture: 

��d � (� - �a)·g·h = (1.21 � 3.45) [kg/m3] 9.8  [m/s2] 0.06 [m] = -1.3 Pa. 

Thus, the actual chamber pressure ������	���������pc = �p - �pd � 2.3 � 1.3 = 1 Pa, 

or about 40% of the vaporizer pressure drop. Accordingly, the chamber gas flow rate 

Fc  and the outlet vaporizer concentration decrease, as follows from equation (1). For 

example, at the dial setting 1%, the outlet concentration will be only about 0.4%, and 

at 3% - only 1.2%. 

 This drop of concentration because of density non-uniformity is typical for OMV, 

Ohmeda PAC and Goldman vaporizers. The less is the gas flow through the 

vaporizer, the more of flow pressure differential is spent on the density pressure drop. 

In the Example 3:�$# ��(���� ��2������$����E7/- L/min, the output concentration 

drops to zero!
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Achievement of equilibrium saturation of gas flow through the vapor chamber 

should not interfere with the constant splitting ratio. However, the chambers of the 

well-known Vapor, TEC or PPV Sigma vaporizers (long, deep, with sharp turns) are 

not suitable for low resistance vaporizers due to differences in geometry with respect 

to bypass (short and direct). In the case of high-resistance (plenum) vaporizers, these 

differences do not stand out due to the insignificant relative resistance of the vapor 

chamber.�

Only two traditional draw-�% ��%�&���' �����"������"#�� ��8F��2 �<���!�

��� �" '��"-0��8
��� �0<�had a stable outlet concentration at continuous (from 2 to 

7.;���<���!���" ���"" �"�2������$�:�#�$ % ����"������"#�� ��$ �2#��71/-�52�81�

"�� ��# �%� ��"#������ �" '��"-0�</

The effect of the density difference in the anesthetic vapor and carrier gas on the 

outlet concentration is proportional to the height h of the bypass above the liquid 

anesthetic level ��d  �������- �a���������. When the height h decreases, the influence 

of this destabilizing factor goes down proportionally. 

A method for stabilization of an anesthetic concentration at the vaporizer outlet is 

provided, comprising dividing the total gas flow by means of laminar hydro-

mechanical resistances, saturation of the one gas part passing through a vapor 

chamber with anesthetic vapor, then diluting to a predetermined concentration with 

the second gas part passing through the bypass. In case of increasing the outlet 

concentration at small total gas flow, the level of the bypass relative to the vapor 

chamber is to be raised or to be lowered in the opposite case [20]. 

According to this patent RU 2329832, the concentration control valves are installed 

horizontally inside the vapor chamber. This minimizes the height h of the bypass 

above the liquid anesthetic level and decreases the destabilizing effect of the density 

difference in the anesthetic vapor and carrier gas on the outlet anesthetic 

(��( �"��"���/�# ��! ��2���2�"# ���	�	�����%�&���' ��:�"# ��&"��9��# �2#"�h of 

the bypass is determined experimentally. 
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The general formula (1) is specified depending on the type of the concentration 

setting dial (control valve system of the chamber and bypass lines) and the gas flow 

mode. 

4��� )��&� :������� �" '��"-7�%�&���' ��"9��9� �"���! ����� ���' !�!9 �"��"# �9� ����

calibrated orifices- watch stones. Thus, the output anesthetic concentration, 

depending on the size of the concentration control dial setting (the ratio of bypass and 

the chamber hole diameters db/dc), physical properties of the anesthetic and carrier 

gas, temperature and pressure, 

�����A�������b/dc)
2 �m

0,5 ] -1                                                                                  (2) 

where  �m- relative density of the vapor-gas mixture and carrier gas. 

For laminar valves (well streamlined, for example, cone and slot), formula (1) can be 

� &� � �" !���������$��8����%�&���' ������ �" '��"-0����!����&���<?

� = �A/� [1+(Rb
2 � rb

2)(Rb� rb)RbLcµm/(Rc
2 � rc

2)(Rc� rc)RcLb]-1                          (3) 

where Rb, rb, Rc, rc3 external and internal radii of conical valves on the bypass and 

the vapor chamber lines; Lc, Lb - the length of the corresponding valves; �m - the 

relative dynamic viscosity of the vapor-gas mixture and carrier gas.  

The higher the resistance of the vaporizer, the smaller the error of the ratios (2), (3). 

��:�����"# �#�2#�� ���"��( ���� �" '��"-7��%�&���' ��8���9"�@�5����"�7.��;���<:�"# �

calculated error is about 10% of the dial setting range. These formulas are useful in 

designing and using vaporizers under non-standard conditions (in hyperbaric 

chamber, at high altitude, at low or elevated temperature, for various anesthetics and 

gas mixtures). 

����������������
� !���""��#�$"�%������������&�

The vaporizer output concentration at pressure pulsation during artificial ventilation 

can be significantly higher than without it. This pressure pulsation difference �'pp is 

the larger, the larger the vaporizer volume V, the higher the pulsation frequency f and

the amplitude PI , the smaller the carrier gas flow F [19] 

�'pp ����"�(I (PA� P C) F-1 (1-C)-1 P -2                                                                 (4)  
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where PA= SPV(Table 2), P - atmospheric pressure. 

Example 4. Let's compare the difference ��pp ����������������� �!�"#$-%&'�(

and �OMV( (vaporizer volumes about 0.1L and 0.25L) at the standard frequency 

f=15 -1, amplitude PI=30 cm of H2O and flow F = 1 L/min on the dial setting C = 

1.5% vol of Isoflurane (0.015). 

In the first vaporizer, according to formula ��	
��pp ��&�)*����+���	�������
�	��- 

twice as much as the vaporizer volumes. 
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3. )*+�,-./.�01'-��0(*,/2-,.��3/1/�0(&

It is in the laminar regime with minimal energy costs (resistance to gas flow) that 

efficient schemes of dividing the carrier gas stream and its equilibrium saturation 

with anesthetic vapors can be organized, in analogy with living systems. In an ideal 

scheme, the gas flow occurs both in the airway of a person and mass exchange - as in 

the gills of fish [21, 22, 24]. 

a b

4 �5�65����$� 7����3/1/�0(-6	�/&
Evaporative elements -  a in the form of plates of porous metal (fine mesh) are located on both sides of 

the concentration control - b, on the axis of which there is a drop-shaped thermobarocompensator with a 
nickel or bronze mini-bellows (USA) filled with a low-boiling liquid 

,������������ �!�"#$-%&'�(�-Fig. 2) contains a chamber with a set of vertically 

arranged evaporative elements from the capillary material and a horizontally located 

concentration control in the form of a rotary tubular slide valve with a concentration 

setting dial, slot channels on its outer surface opposite the inlet and outlet chamber 

openings. Inside the concentration control there is a bellows with a longitudinally 

movable fairing at the inlet and a cone at the outlet of the vaporizer. 

The vaporizer is equipped with an additional valve in the form of a confuser made in 

the shape of a bellows cone and mounted with the possibility of longitudinal 

displacement, depending on the angle of the rotary tubular slide valve rotation [22]. 

The vapor chamber is provided with input and output arched boxes with side walls 

and an end wall, covered inside and outside with a capillary material. 
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The conjugate surfaces of the tubular slide and additional valves are made in the 

form of a threaded pair (left thread) that converts the dial rotation counterclockwise 

from zero to maximum into the translational displacement of the confuser relative to

the cone. The capillary material is made in the form of a fine mesh (cell size of about

50 microns, diameter of stainless or brass wire of about 30 microns) or porous 

stainless plates (pore size of about 10 microns) connected to the carcass of 

evaporating elements, boxes and inner walls of the chamber by vertical joints 5-10 

mm with the formation of an optimum gaps of about 0.1 mm for the maximum supply 

of a liquid anesthetic to the evaporation surface. Joints can be made mechanically 

(rivets or wire clips), by means of condensation welding or soldering. 

The liquid anesthetic enters the evaporation surfaces through the wall slot gaps of the 

carcass (more than 95% of the total flow) and the capillaries of the material due to 

surface tension forces. In this case, vertical joints ensure a tight fit of the capillary 

�������������������(�
�
��������������������	������	�����	���	.���/�����

delivery of the liquid anesthetic to the evaporation surface. 

The anesthetic vaporizer works as follows. 

The carrier gas stream (oxygen + nitrous oxide, or oxygen + xenon, or atmospheric 

air) enters the vaporizer and is then divided into two parts according to the required 

anesthetic concentration. The first part of the gas enters the inlet chamber, spreads 

along parallel channels between the evaporative elements and is saturated to the 

equilibrium concentration. Then passes to the vaporizer outlet, where it is diluted to 

the required clinical concentration by the second part of the gas bypassing the vapor 

chamber (through the bypass). 

In addition to the main dependencies (1-3), we briefly consider the processes of mass 

and heat transfer in a few simple cases. 

Mass transfer, or evaporation of an anesthetic into a carrier gas stream 

Relative concentration C of the anesthetic in the laminar flow of carrier gas [23] 
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Ln (1- C)-1 = 1,75 � (D�L F-1)2/3                                                                                                                     (5) 

where D� is the diffusion coefficient of the anesthetic vapor in the carrier gas, L is the 

path length.

Example 5. We estimate the outlet concentration of anesthetic (halothane) in the air 

flow passing through the vapor chamber. The chamber has N = 18 parallel 

rectangular channels (length L = 15 mm, width b = 1 mm and height H = 30 mm) 

formed by plates of capillary metal (porous or mesh, Fig. 2a), air flow F=2 L/min, or 

33.4 cm3/s at a temperature t = 20 °C; Da = 0.066 cm2 /s. 

We obtain from (5) C = 0.28 (28% vol.) or 87% of the equilibrium concentration (CS

= 0.32) at 20 °C. 

The concentration was measured by the Riken FI-21 anesthetic vapor indicator (dial 

setting range 0-6 vol%, accuracy ± 3%) with 5-fold dilution of the vapor-gas mixture, 

the air flow rate was measured with flowmeters with an accuracy of ± 3%. 

Heat transfer 

The necessary heat transfer is determined by the flow rate of the liquid anesthetic, 

which evaporates into the carrier gas stream. The anesthetic consumption during 

induction and maintenance of anesthesia is calculated from the ratio 

VA ��kA�1 F1 �1 ���2F2�2)                                                                                 (6)

 where for Sevoflurane,  kS = 0.055; for Isoflurane, kI = 0.051; F - gas flow, �1, �2 - 

respectively duration of anesthesia induction and maintenance, min. 

Example 6. Induction with isoflurane at a concentration of �1 =5 vol% and an 

oxygen flow rate F1=6 L/min continued for �1=5 min and during the operation (�2=60 

min) at the average concentration �2=1.5 vol%  and oxygen flow F2=1.5 L/min. 

Then the total consumption of Isoflurane was, according to ratio (6), about 15 ml (7.7 

+ 6.9 = 14.6). 

Accordingly, the necessary heat flow for evaporation of the anesthetic during 

induction is about 10 W, while for anesthesia maintaining - 0.5 W. 
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On the other hand, there are 3 heat sources in the vaporizer: heat exchange with 

ambient air, heat capacity of the vaporizer itself and heat exchange with the carrier 

gas passing through the vaporizer. 

The heat exchange with the ambient air of the "MINIVAP-20/I" vaporizer (the body 

size of about 60 mm, the mass of 400 g, Fig. 3, above) can be estimated at 0.5 W 

(natural convection with a temperature difference of 5 °C, the heat exchange surface 

is about 25 cm2 ). 

The use of the heat capacity of a vaporizer 0.4 kg with cooling at 5 °C for 2 min of 

induction gives about 10 W. 

The heat exchange with the carrier gas at maximum flow rate of  6 L/min and  

temperature difference of 5 °C is about 1 W. 

Thus, the estimated heat flow due to heat exchange with the surrounding atmosphere 

and with the gas passing through the vaporizer corresponds to the heat costs of the 

anesthetic evaporation during the low flow anesthesia of the average person in the 

maintenance regime. 

When working at open and semi-open circuits for 15-30 minutes (an emergency, 

transportation of the patient) it is advisable to use an additional heat stabilizer or a 

more powerful vaporizer. 

So, for the purpose of temperature stabilization, the mass of the first modification of 

���&����$������9"�7-�52:�$�"#�"# �%�&���' ������ �" '��"-7�:��Anestezist-0����!�

������8�  �
��� �0<�#�%��2���$�" ��8�����"���  ' <��#��"������7�"��./7��:�

respectively. 

	"������" � �"��2�"����" �"#�"�"# �# �"�(�&�(�"� ��������&������!���� �" '��"-7���� �

equivalent despite more than double difference in mass, since the heat capacity of 

water is 10 times higher than the heat capacity of copper. 


# ���	�	���-0.;���%�&���' �����-�"�� ����� �&�$ ��9��"#���"# ���	�	���-

0.;	�:�! ��2� !�����&�"� �"��$�"#��������9&�"��@..�52�8Fig. 3, below). 
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Fig. 3. Anesthetic vaporizers «MINIVAP-20/I» (above) & 

«MINIVAP-20/S» 

,���� �!�"#$-%&'0(�������� [24] contains an anesthetic chamber with 

evaporation elements and a heat stabilizer, a concentration control located therein 

with a concentration dial in the form of longitudinally movable, by means of a 

threaded pair, a tubular slide valve with a two-sided tapered tip that cooperates with 

the conical seat around it at the chamber outlet and the conical core obturator (Fig. 

4). The concentration control is provided with a conical valve at the entrance of the 

chamber in the form of the second obturator on the outer wall of the slide valve and 

the seat surrounding it on the inner wall of the chamber is set horizontally.  

The evaporation elements are made in the form of the inner walls of the chamber in 

the form of vertical cylinders with a streamlined profile, covered from the outside 

with a capillary material in the form of a fine mesh net or a porous metal and filled 

with a thermostabilizing liquid. They are equipped from the inside with heat-

conducting fins, symmetrically placed on both sides of the concentration control with 

the formation of parallel slot channels. 
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middle level of the anesthetic, while the volumes of the concentration control and the 

chamber above the liquid anesthetic are commensurate with each other. 

The passage through the slot channels of the anesthetic chamber is directly 

proportional to the distance between its inlet and outlet. 

Paraffin is selected as a thermostabilizing liquid, with a solidification temperature of 

18 °C, that is, above the lower limit of the operating temperatures of the vaporizer. 

The quantity (volume) of liquid paraffin is chosen on the basis of the vaporizer 

maximum output and anesthesia induction time (about 150 ml, which is equivalent to 

5 liters of water when the temperature is changed by 1 °C). 

The anesthetic vaporizer works as follows. 

Gas from an external high source (cylinders) or low pressure (oxygenator, ventilator 

with manual or mechanical drive, patient breathing effort) enters the vaporizer and is 

divided into two parts. The first part of the gas passes successively through the slide 

valve-controlled channels at the inlet and outlet of the chamber, the inner walls of the 

box and the slot channels, spreading a thin layer between the evaporation surfaces of 

the capillary material and saturating with anesthetic vapor to an equilibrium 

concentration (of the order of  20 and 30 vol.% for Sevoflurane and Isoflurane, 

respectively ), and then diluted to the desired clinical concentration with a second 

portion of the gas that passes through the adjustable bypass channel between the 

conical core obturator and the inner side of the tip. 

At the maximum concentration (for example, during the anesthesia induction), the 

control dial is turned counterclockwise, moving the slide valve to the extreme 

position, with the tip overlapping the bypass channel, while maximally opening the 

chamber inlet and outlet. 

Heat to evaporation surfaces comes from the environment through the heat-

conducting walls of the chamber and from the liquid paraffin in the cylinders. The 

average temperature in the chamber does not drop below 17 ° C at maximum 

concentration and gas flow, when paraffin cools and solidifies, releasing the amount 

of heat necessary for the evaporation of the anesthetic due to the phase transition (> 

20 cal/g). In non-operating mode, the paraffin is melted again and heated to room 
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temperature by means of metal fins that transmit heat throughout the volume of 

frozen paraffin. With zero concentration, the second obturator and the tapered tip 

close the inlet and outlet of the chamber, respectively, and the entire gas flow passes 

through the bypass. 

The liquid anesthetic flows to the evaporation surfaces through the slot gaps (of the 

order of 0.1 mm) between the capillary material and the metal walls of the cylinders 

and the chamber, and also through its (mesh or porous metal) capillaries due to 

surface tension forces. 

When the gas flow rate is changed from 0.1 L/min (low-flow anesthesia of the 

hamster) to 20 L/min (horse), the constant splitting ratio of gas flow F/Fc through the 

chamber and the bypass is maintained due to the similarity of their hydromechanical 

characteristics. 

The minimum chamber volume above the liquid anesthetic, comparable to the 

concentration control volume, excludes the effect of "back pressure" on the vaporizer 

output concentration during artificial ventilation. 

Table 4 


 (#��(���F�"�������	�	�����%�&���' ��

Parameters G��-20/I» G��-20/S»
Dial setting range, vol.%  0 - 6 0 - 10 
Temperature range, oC 5 - 35 15 - 35 
Atmospheric pressure, kPa    70 3 1101)      70 - 110 
Gas flow range, L/min 0,2 - 10 0,2 - 15 
Pressure drop at 10 L/min, mm H2O E0. E7.
Anesthetic volume, mL 40 100
Wick volume, mL 3 5
Angle of tilt, degrees 180� 90�

Mass, kg 0,4 1,5 
Input/Output 15F/15M 22F/22M 

1)3 km above sea level 

�����
 (#��(���(#���(" ���"�(�����"# ��� �"# "�(�%�&���' �����	�	������� �&� � �" !����

Table. 4. From Tables 3 and 4 �"����(� ���"#�"�"# �%�&���' �����	�	������� �
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comparable in outlet stability with the best plenum analogs, and for portability and 

economy at times exceed them. Wherein: 

- "# ������9��2������$�"#��92#�"# ��&�(5 "��%�&���' ����	�	���-0.;	�����" ��

times smaller (0.1 instead of 3 liters per minute, respectively, wider operating range 

of gas flow) compared to the draw-over vaporizer �OMV�; 

- "# ���)��9��(��( �"��"���������	�	���-0.;������7/-�"�� ��#�2# ��"#���"#�"����

plenum analogs. 

��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������
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4. PORTABLE ANESTHESIA MACHINES «COLIBRI» 

4.1. Open circuit. With spontaneous breathing the vaporizer inlet is opened, and the  

Fig. 6.�AM «Colibri» with Mapleson A ciruit 
(vaporizer �V-20/I or �V-20/S, flowmeter O2). Mass: 1,5 / 2,5 kg

outlet is connected via a non-reversing valve and face-mask to the patient (Fig. 5a). 

a b c 
Fig. 7.  Semi-closed circuit with VOC: � 3 AM «Colibri» with ��-20/I and absorber 300 ml, 

circuit Ø15 mm;  b - AM «Colibri» with ��-20/S and absorber «Intersurgical», circuit 22 mm; c - 
vaporizer «��-20/S» OUT of circuit of AM ��	-110�, Japan

a b c 

Fig. 5. �M «Colibri»  for emergency anesthesia: 
� - vaporizer �V-20/I or �V-20/S with  non-reversing valve and face-mask; b 3 ����,�����9�
bag; c 3 AM kit in handbag 250
150
100 mm; Mass: 1 kg with �V-20/I; 2 kg with �V-20/S
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Inspire air is saturated with anesthetic vapor to the desired concentration, and the 

expire gas through the non-reversing valve nozzle withdrawn from the surgical field 

into the atmosphere. 

At manual ventilation Ambu bag is connected to the vaporizer inlet (Fig. 5b). 

� b

c d 
Fig. 8. Inhalation Anesthesia by Doctor of Veterinary Sciences Nechaev A.Yu. 

AM «Colibri» VOC: a, b, c 3 vaporizer «MV-20/I», d - vaporizer «MV-20/S» (pony)
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Semi-$��!��3��8��$!�0&�%���#� !��circuit (Fig. 6, is most effective during 

spontaneous breathing) is connected to the vaporizer outlet, while its inlet is 

connected to the outlet of oxygen flowmeter. 

During expiration deadspace gas flows together with the oxygen in the breathing bag 

and alveolar gas with a high CO2 content is vented through the safety valve (located 

at the mask) into the atmosphere. If you set the oxygen flow one third less minute 

ventilation of the patient and adjust the safety valve to periodical filling and emptying 

the breathing bag without its inflating or sticking, it is possible to save up to one third 

of oxygen and anesthetic. 

4.2. 03��'$8 %� &�.�
 -closed circuit with VOC (Vaporizer OUT of Circuit). 

 Expired gas portion is returned to the circuit and cleaned in a sterilizable absorber 

(Fig. 7a) or in the Clear-4����	�" ��9�2�(���������� ��8Fig. 7b), and then inhaled by 

the patient together with the fresh gas mixture. 


�����"������	�	�����%�&���' ��OUT of any other AM or Ventilator breathing 

circuit, the vaporizer input and output are to be connected to the gas flowmeters and 

the breathing circuit of the ones, respectively (Fig. 7c). 

Inspired anesthetic concentration over time is approaching the vaporizer dial setting 

concentration CI � CV.

4.3. Semi-closed circuit with VIC (Vaporizer IN Circuit) 

In this case, the entire respiratory mixture passes through the vaporizer with 

maximum anesthetic flow in the AM breathing circuit.  

The inspired concentration, depending on the ratio of oxygen supply and minute 

ventilation FO2 /MV(without taking into account the absorption of anesthetic by the 

patient's body), is set at the level 

CI ��'V MV(1 - Cas) / FO2                                                                              (7) 

         where CV � vaporizer dial setting, Cas 3 equilibrium concentration. 

This ratio is observed at small and medium anesthetic concentrations, but at higher 

concentrations a more complicated formula, taking into account  

the concentration gradient (Cas-CI) in the vapor chamber (curves in Fig. 10)�
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CI = CV / [(CV/Cas) + FO2 (1-CV) / MV(1-Cas)]                                                 (8)

The inspired concentration can be much higher than that on the vaporizer 

concentration control dial CV at low (relative to minute ventilation MV) oxygen flow 

FO2. Thus, at an oxygen flow rate FO2 = 1 L/min and a minute ventilation MV = 5 

L/min, the inspired concentration CI ��10 vol. %! at the control dial setting CV= 5.  

Example 7 [12]. A 5-year-old child (20 kg) will have to undergo a planned 

adenotomy under balanced endotracheal general anesthesia. After an anesthesia 

induction (N2O/O2 =2: 1 + halothane) with the high gas flow (6.0 L/min), the 

tracheal intubation was performed, after which the child was transferred to artificial

ventilation (VTin=0.16 L, f =17 min- 1, MV = 2.7 L/min). The anesthesia maintenance: 

(N2O / O2=2: 1 + Halothane 0.8 vol.%) with the low gas flow (FO2 = 1.0 L/min), 

� �!�"#$(vaporizer is installed IN the breathing circuit (VIC). Based on the 

formula (7), the inspire concentration CI= 0.8 vol.% Halothane was obtained at the 

control dial setting CV = 0.8 / 2.7 = 0.3. If the anesthesia with a minimum gas flow 

(FO2 = 0.5 L/min) was planned, the vaporizer control dial setting would be CV= 

0.8x0.5 / 2.7 = 0.15. 

� b
Fig. 9 - Vaporizer «MINIVAP-0.H�8���(5 "�<�VIC

a 3 AM «Julian» ( left, below - «MV-20», above 3 «Vapor 2000»); b - AM «�	-110»
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ATTENTION: Vaporizer IN the breathing circuit (VIC) requires an anesthetic 

Gas Analyzer and a highly skilled Anesthetist! 

4.4. 03��'$8 %� &��/'�"$���
�88��! 
�8��[25]

The distinctive feature of these devices (Fig. 11) is a rapid increase of the inspired 

anesthetic concentration due to the circulation of the respiratory mixture within the 

reversible breathing circuit, according to equations (7) or (8). 

Additional (to minute ventilation) gas circulation is added by the Ambu bag in the 

form of a mask (Fig. 11b). In this case, to achieve the maximum inspired 

anesthetic concentration, it is necessary to set the vaporizer control dial to 

maximum, close the safety valve and, with maximum frequency and amplitude, 

compress the Ambu bag attached to the patient. 

� 3 with Ambu bag for air supply and the safety 
valve 

b 3 with Ambu bag in the form of a mask, 
O2 flowmeter and absorber (vertical Ambu) 

Fig. 11. �M «Colibri» VIC for small animals (up to 3 kg)  
�

Example 8. If the Ambu bag (volume of 300 ml) is squeezed at a frequency of 10 

cycles/min, the gas circulation through the vaporizer is about 2 l/min (0,2L x 

10 min-1), whereas the inspired concentration CI reaches 8 vol.% in the circuit 

(volume 1 liter) at the dial setting CV = 4 vol.%, with O2 flow 0.5 L/min through the 

flowmeter (Fig. 11b) according to equation (8) and Fig. 10 (MV/FO2 �1�+
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ml/min of oxygen or air (squeeze the Ambu bag 300 ml 1 time/min) to prevent 

moderate hypercapnia and hypoxia (Pa CO2 = 50 mmHg or 7% by volume), compare 

Table 15 page 85 [26]. 

To reduce the inspired anesthetic concentration it is necessary to reduce the 

vaporizer control dial concentration and a gas circulation. 

Example 9. At control dial setting «1» inspired concentration in the previous 

example is about 2 vol. %. If we reduce the circulation rate up to 5 cycles/min (1 

L/min), the inspired concentration will further decrease up 1,3 vol.%.  

To stop the anesthetic supply, check the vaporizer concentration control is in the zero 

position, open the safety valve completely and blow the breathing circuit. 

4.5. Autoanalgesia

Maintaining an adequate anesthesia depth, taking into account traumatic effects 

during surgical manipulations, requires the operative regulation of anesthetic inspire 

concentration. The complex PhysioFlexTM anesthesia station is ideal in time and 

concentration, solves this problem [16], but its use in broad practice is unrealistic (the 

price of one device is more than $ 100,000). 

At the same time, most surgical operations in dental, gynecological and veterinary are 

performed with spontaneous breathing, when the patient's minute ventilation 

depends on the anesthesia depth and traumatic effects. 

       Thus, minute ventilation (frequency and depth of breathing) reflexively increases if 

increase traumatic effects and a decrease in the depth of anesthesia (Isoflurane, 

Sevoflurane, Halothane), and vice versa: «If the plane of anesthesia becomes too 

light, respiration will be less depressed, minute volume will increase» [28-30].  
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                      Vaporizer                                                  Patient 

                                                                                                                  I

                FAir                                 CV                                     CI         

                                                                                                        

                                                                                             E

                                                                             O2 

         

          CI vol %. 

              3                                                                                                                           b  

����������������������������������������������������                                                                                        a

             2�                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                           

              1                                            5                                   10  MV, L/min         

CI = CV (1 - F O2 / MV)

where MV = FAir + FO2,  FO2 = 4 L/min, «a» Cv = 3  vol %. , «b» Cv = 5  vol. %.

Fig. 13.  Auto Analgesia by AM «ANESTAT-Auto»  
during spontaneous breathing [29] 

�

This relationship is used to easily and quickly regulate the inspired anesthetic 

concentration CI  when the draw-�% ��%�&���' ����� �"# ���"-0��$�s installed OUT of 

the respiratory circuit (Fig. 13). 

In accordance with the required anesthesia depth, the oxygen flow rate is set at a level 

of, for example, 60% of the initial minute ventilation of a patient, forcing him to suck                      
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        �IH, %vol.                                                          10.10.1974  -  medical record 	���	�9

       2 

1

�

����������

�

�

�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������	����������
���������������������������������������

���

���������������

��������������������������������������������a�������������������������� b                                    c                 d             f 

�Fig.14. Self-regulation of  Halothane inspired concentration CIH during the 
surgical operation depending on spontaneous ventilation MV:  
a - the beginning of the operation, b - drilling of the periosteum; c, d - the imposition of 
Ilizarov's apparatus and its regulation, f - the end of the operation

through the vaporizer atmospheric air with anesthetic vapor at a given concentration.  

When the required anesthesia depth is reached, the patient's minute ventilation is 

reduced, for example, by 20% of its initial value and automatically (reflexively) 

maintain an adequate inspired anesthetic concentration due to the excess of the 

current minute ventilation over the set oxygen flow rate. With insufficient anesthesia 

depth during surgical procedures, the inspired concentration is increased by a reflex 

increase in the patient's current minute ventilation. With excessive anesthesia depth, 

the patient's minute ventilation and inspired anesthetic concentration are reduced, 

respectively. 
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At the end of the operation, the oxygen flow is increased to the initial minute 

ventilation, disconnecting the vaporizer from the patient.  

In this regulation scheme (Fig. 13), when the minute ventilation MV is below safe 

level, the patient inspires only pure oxygen.

Example 10.Before starting anesthesia, the patient is supplied with the oxygen flow 

at 6 L/min equal to the initial minute ventilation MV0. After Halothane induction, the 

oxygen flow is reduced to 4 L/min (60-70% of MV0), the vaporizer control dial is set 

�	������������	��1(��	��������	������	�������	�������
������2-5.5 L/min, so that the 

patient ��
3������.���������������4+5 L/min atmospheric air with anesthetic vapor 

at a given concentration CV = 4 vol %, which is diluted with oxygen to an inspired 

concentration CI ��1 vol % (Fig. 14). During surgical intervention (periosteum 

drilling), the patient's ventilation reflexively increases to almost 9 L/min, so that the 

halothane inspired concentration increases to 2.2 vol %, respectively. Approximately 

one and a half minutes later, respiration depression (up to 5.5-6 L/min) comes as 

well as a corresponding decrease of the inspired concentration to 1-1.2 vol %. 

During the installation of the Ilizarov apparatus and its adjustment, the minute 

ventilation and the inspired concentration similarly increase. At the end of the 

operation, the oxygen flow is increased to the initial ventilation of 6 L/min and the 

vaporizer is disconnected from the patient. The operation lasted 68 min, anesthesia - 

88 min.�

During the entire anesthesia, the oxygen supply was not lower than 4 L/min, which 

eliminated the possibility of an anesthetic overdose (the vaporizer is switched off 

when the patient's ventilation MV is 61�7'���	�+�

Similar self-regulation of the inspired concentration is obtained when the 

��	�	�����%�&���' �����IN the breathing circuit (VIC, section 4.3) and the 

anesthetic inspired concentration varies in proportion of the reflex change in a 

patient's minute ventilation, according to equation (7) CI ��'V MV(1 - Cas) / FO2. 
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Example 11. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of the patient (8 year-old dog, 10 

kg) with Isoflurane anesthesia. We set the inspired anesthetic concentration CI = 1.5 

vol % (1.2 MAC of Isoflurane), based on the oxygen flowFO2= 0.2 L/min and 

spontaneous minute ventilation at rest MV = 1 L/min, setting the vaporizer control 

dial, according to the ratio (7), in the position CV 8�4�2�&�%�'�4��-4-&�54����&�2 vol%. 

At 15 min of MRI, the minute ventilation increased to MV=1.6 L/min and the inspired 

concentration increased by the ratio (7), to CI ��%+2�����*+�#��49���	���� :�������

anesthesia alveolar concentration and the depth increased with simultaneous 

reduction of spontaneous minute ventilation to the baseline level MV = 1L/min, so 

that the inspired concentration automatically decreased to a predetermined CI ��

1.5vol %. 

In this case, the feedback �'I/CV ��3�& (control factor) in such a VIC circuit (Fig.  

11a) will be significantly higher compared to the VOC circuit (Fig.13), namely  

MV(1-Cas)/FO2> 1-(FO2/MV). Thus, for the numerical values of the Example 11, the 

left-hand side of the inequality is 1(1- 0.32)/0.2 = 3.4, and the right-hand side is  

(1- 0.2) = 0.8. However, this VOC circuit is much, much safer than VIC circuit for 

an anesthetic overdose! 

In the considered self-regulation schemes, the apparatus duplicates an anesthetist 

action during anesthesia maintenance at spontaneous breathing of a patient. In any 

moment, the anesthetist can manually adjust the concentration on the vaporizer 

concentration control dial. 

A similar self-regulation scheme was carried out at Northwick Park Hospital, UK 

[30], however, a less efficient (in concentration) and less stable (in gas flow) 

Komesaroff vaporizer was used. 

When using old draw-�% ��#���"#�� �%�&���' ���$�"#������2 �8I�7��<�%�&���(#��� �:�

an overdose with a sharp deep breathing is very dangerous (a relatively large volume 

of gas mixture with a very high concentration comes to the patient) [28]. A high 

inspired concentration and subsequent overdose is possible even with low-efficiency 
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draw-over vaporizers IN semi-closed and closed breathing circuits with repeated 

circulation of exhaled anesthetic vapors. 

On the other hand, such popular draw-over vaporizers as OMV, Ohmeda PAC&

Goldman will be ineffective and unpredictable IN breathing circuits of small patients 

$�"#������9" �% �"���"����J@��;����!9 �"��"# ������"�����"6�8�  ��)��&� s 2, 3). 

�

�

�

�
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5. COMBINED MACHINES  

F9 �"��"# ���$�� ���"��( ���!�%��"9�����! & �! �( ������2������$���" :���	�	����

vaporizers are adaptable to any Source of medical gases (respiratory mixtures) and  

Automatic Ventilators [35]. 

:5�5�'$
% !����!��#��� ��; #���3/1/�0(&�vaporizers 

Variants of schemes and devices for combined xenon (Xe) anesthesia are given in 

Fig. 15 [33, 34,13]. 

Apparatus Xenotherapy AKT-2-1 + 
Vaporizer "MV-20/I" + Mapleson circuit 

Xenotherapy apparatus MAG-AMC + Vaporizer 
��	�	���-0.;���,���&� ����circuit

�
AM ���������$�"#��	�" ��9�2�(����

absorber and "MV-20/I" +  Xe pneumo-
electric Indicator (model)�

�
�����" (��
������,��	�	���-0.;	�

OUT of Xe closed breathing circuit�

Fig. 15. Complexes for combined Xe anesthesia
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At the same time, pneumo-electric Indicator model of the Xenon binary mixture in 

oxygen was developed and investigated [13], which differs advantageously in speed 

and mass from the RU serial gas analyzer GKM-03-INSOVT. 

Xe pneumo-electric Indicator (model), relative density 
�/O2  = 4,37: 

- measuring range 
� + O2              0-80 vol.% 

- basic error                                      10÷15 %

- �"�����'�"����"�� ����������������������������E�5 s

- sample flow rate        0,5 L/min

- �������������������������������E�300 g

- dimensions      150�100�80 mm

Example 12. Combined Xenon anesthesia with AM Artec STEPHAN with 

� �!�"#$-%&'�(�;<,����
������������	.�
�
�����Fig. 15, [34]. 

After induction and stabilization of the ratio Xe:O2 = 70:30, when the inspired 

concentration of Xe decreased to 50-60% due to tissue desorption N2, Isoflurane was 

delivered to the circuit (4 × � = 2 min with oxygen flow FO2= 0.25 L/min, vaporizer 

control dial CI= 3%). The Isoflurane inspired concentration was maintained at 0.3-

0.5 % and the exhaled concentration - at 0.25-0.4 %vol. 

The consumption of liquid Isoflurane for 2 hours anesthesia (total �= 8 min) from the 

ratio (6) VI =0.64 ml (1g) corresponds to the vaporizer mass difference of 1.2 g 

before and after anesthesia. 

0����������������������	������	������MINIVAP-%&'�(��������������!�����
������


�
�����������# ��=�	�-&4&(-:<�+

�6�! ��% ���2����������9�"�����	����9��� �"#��92#�"# ��MINIVAP-0.;	��

vaporizer into the closed breathing circuit (inspired and exhaled concentrations 

about 0.3vol.%, the total consumption of liquid Isoflurane is about 1 ml in 2 

hours), the Xe consumption decreased by approximately 25% . 

Fig. 16 shows a version of the anesthesia complex consisting of �12O +O2 

3-<(,*3&�=���3 >�� and the �3/1/�0(-6	�/& vaporizer connected to a 

semi-closed breathing circuit Ø15 mm with a sterilizable absorber 300/600 ml 
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(assembled at the request of the anesthetist-resuscitator A. Logunov, director of 

��� �"� �&���"!</

� �

Fig. 16.  ��2O +O2�  MEDPROM Gas mixer  with "MINIVAP-20/I" 
vaporizer and semi-closed breathing circle �

�

5.2. ($�#�%8���$
�8�>�03��'$8 %� & & Ventilator  �SAVe&                                    

As a rule, it is necessary to use rather complicated Automatic Ventilators with a 

reversible breathing circuit to carry out automatic artificial ventilation during 

inhalation anesthesia, the cost of which is 5-10 times higher than the cost of portable 

AM. Simultaneously, simpler Automatic Ventilators for resuscitation and intensive 

care, which do not allow modern inhalation anesthesia because of the absence of a 

reversible breathing circuit (in these devices, the exhaled gas is released into the 

atmosphere), become wide spread. 

The simple device - "Bag in Vessel" [32] connects two portable devises (the "SAVe" 

ventilator and the "MINIVAP" vaporizer) into an effective mini-complex for 

inhalation anesthesia and automatic ventilation in district hospitals and remote 

regions, as well as in emergency situations (military field conditions, natural and 

man-made disasters). 
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�MINIVAP&�����$� 7��
(0,4 kg) 

www.minivap.net

Ventilator SAVe  (1,4 kg)
www.combatmedicalsystems.com

www.AutoMedX.biz

Fig. 17. Portable kit (virtual) for inhalation anesthesia and artificial 
respiration 

      

�,���0#"��-0����������#���������"�	��������������.�	���������.	������0��
����

Force medics where size, weight, and extreme ease of use are paramount. 

The SAVe uses a rechargeable battery driven pump to deliver an American Heart 

Association compliant tidal volume and respiratory rate for 5+ hours. 
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Low pressure supplemental oxygen can be used if desired. The SAVe will deliver 

ambient air for up to 5.5 hours on a single battery charge and may be recharged 

from a standard AC outlet. 

It is ideally suited for situations where the use of pressurized gas is inadvisable or 

�	���������������������������.������������������	����������������
�	��������	�(+

The chamber is in the form of a shell 10 of transparent or semitransparent silicone 

rubber covering the breath bag 5 to form a cavity 11 between them, communicating 

with the ventilator outlet through the aperture 12 (Fig. 18). 

The shell 10 can be provided with a volumetric indicator 13 of the excursions of the 

breathing bag 5 (in the form of measured lines on its outer surface) and an adjustable 

maximum flow limiter 14 (in the form of a clamp with oval locating blocks). An Ambu 

bag of semitransparent silicone with a volume of 1200 ml or 600 ml is used as the 

shell 10. 

During the inhalation phase, the gas (atmospheric air) from the ventilator comes in 

the cavity 11 and displaces the respiratory mixture from the bag 5 through the 

�

�
Semitransparent silicone Shell 10 

with breath Bag  5 
(left diagram and upper photo) 

��. 18. «Bag in Vessel» patent RU 2466749
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absorber 4 and the vaporizer 1(or direct in OUT position) to the patient. In the 

exhalation phase, the respiratory mixture returns to the breathing bag 5, and the gas 

��������
������44��/�����	����������������+�"�	��������0#"�(����������������

���������	������
���	��(��	�������	��������������	.���.�2+�,�����/
����������

infection of the ventilator breathing circuit and, accordingly, the need for its 

disinfection. 

The maximum tidal volume will be at the extended clamps 14 and the minimum - with 

shifted ones. For the Ambu bag 1,2 L, the respiratory volume is regulated by the 

clamps 14 from 0.6 to 0.15 L; for Ambu 0.6 L - from 0.45 to 0.1 L. 

Thus,�SAVe( provides automatic ventilation of the lungs through a semi-closed 

respiratory circuit.  

The result is the smallest complex for inhalation anesthesia and artificial respiration 

with an oxygen source that fits into the design of two new AM �C��������8Fig. 19). 

This portable complex can also be equipped with an O2 mini concentrator (Airsep 

Focus miniature portable oxygen concentrator). 

�

�� b�
Fig. 19. ($�#�%8���$
�8�>�03��'olibri&& Ventilator SAVe(�3��INIVAP-
0.;��%�&���' �, ������ ��Intersurgical�; b3��INIVAP-20/I�, absorber 600 ml) 
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6. HISTORY FRAGMENTS 

1 part 3 VNIIMP (All-Union Research Institute of Medical Equipment). 

Semyon Glukhov opened the curtain of this three-part story on the distribution of the 

Moscow Institute of Chemical Engineering graduates in the spring of 1966. His voice 

was decisive for sending Alexander Berlin to the AM Laboratory (not in the Central 

Scientific Research Institute for Complex Automation, as he had dreamed, and not 

����� �$�6�:� ��� "# � F��"���9"���� ��������� had threatened). The Laboratory (the 

Department of Anesthesia and Respiratory Equipment) and domestic inhalation 

equipment was created by Alexander Semyon Perelmuter, who assembled the team, 

nurtured and began yielding the following devices: artificial lung ventilation, 

inhalation anesthesia, lung diagnostics, oxygen therapy and even blood pressure 

sensors above the world level (Tolya Levin). 

��� �� &����29 :� �6� "# ���� ��� �9"�� � ��)�"���� 8"# � ����"� &�" �"�� 9���2� ���!9ced 

� �� ) ��<���!�"# ���2#"��2����"��! �!�&�( �����"# �� ���������&� 9��"�(#�2��&#�/

Right from the following year the first part of the story began: the high resistance 

%�&���' ��8&� �9�<���� �" '��"-7��8$�(5� ���%�&���(#��� ��3 Attachment 8.8, as an 

���" �����&��" �"���2����"�"# ���9�56��$�(5��������"�%�&���' ��:���!�"# �(��( �"��"����

control in the form of a calibrated orifice set). 

��� $�6 ������" �:�"# �!��$��% ��%�&���' ����� �" '��"-0��8!�� ("����$��$�"(#2 �����!�

vapor chamber with porous metal plates as analogs to the animal's respiratory tract 

and the gill mass transfer system of fish 3 Fig.20, US Patent 3836129, 17/09/1974) 

��!�"# ����5�"���������"��6��� �!�(��!�"���������K��-0������"�������/�
# �"$��!9�"-

waterproof cases of 15 kg (Attachment 8.9), which were not a burden on me while 

going for industrial development in beloved "Krasnogvardeets" (a leading Soviet

Union now Russian enterprise manufacturing anesthesia breathing systems and 

stitching devices, Saint-Petersburg) or for testing in Kuibyshev, Odessa, Kaliningrad.  

It is clear why in the 2nd (from 2000) and the 3rd (from 2006) parts I give preference 

to mini-����
�����������������������������
3��(��������-
��������>&����- a can 

of tuna) weighed 300 grams. 
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Thus, the first part of the story lasted until 1980. A year before its end, Leonid 

� ����%�56� � �������6� �!%�� !� � � "�� "9��� �6� (��!�!�" C�� "# ���:� � L (" !� �6� "# �

Higher Attestation Commission under the USSR Council of Ministers, into the book 

��� �"# ���� ��!� �� �"# "�(� F����2�:� $#�(h was done together with A.V. 

Meshcheryakov, MD. Periodically I open it using the calculated formulas and 

experimental data. 


# � ��2# �� �"" �"�"���� ���������� � L (" !� �6� (��!�!�" C�� "# ���� � (�9� � ���

���9���(� �"� ��(� �"���(� (��"���9"����:� �"�� &��("�(��� %alue was undoubted (serial 

! %�( �:�2��!���!����% ��� !���:�!�' ������&�" �"�</���� $���(� �"���(�(��"���9"�����

of the revised but not submitted thesis was the hydrodynamic calculation of the 

curvilinear channel (the model of the vapor chamber) with multilevel mathematical 

formulas 3 Attachment 8.7). I was surprised at the intelligent numerical solution of 

the computer. 

Part 2. Engineering Renaissance in Israel 

Medico-technical creativity ceased for 20 years.

Suddenly it was restored in Israel, where I went up after my son (curriculum 

����6��</

Prior to that, I was not even allowed to go to friendly Bulgaria in the late 1970s (I

.�������	���(��/���	����	���������
�	��?����	�������.����	����5�����������

contraindicated). Although the Bulgarians sent me a call for the industrial 

���������	�������������������������#	��������-%(��������������������
������

Bulgarian plant successfully manufactured, counting on licensed serial production. 

#��������������#	��������-%(����������������-����
�������@��	�.�������( for 

4&&&��
�'����-�����!#:@;!-%(���������������

�����������������������0������

Army). 

After all, in Israel we were noticed a year later and the three of us (with my son Leib 

Berlin and Victor Mazin, an engineer from the Jerusalem hospital) opened our own 
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��"��"-9&�������8$�"#�"# ���� 6������&��%�" ��&��������!�9�! ��"# �29�!��( ������� �

Galperin, a lawyer) to develop portable anesthetic vaporizers. 

This project continued my main (in terms of time and results) professional subjects - 

devices for inhalation anesthesia (15 years at the VNIIMP, 5 developed and mass-

produced devices - �K�����2%��!  "������9��("9� !����9"�-.�"#�9���!���6��! %�( ��

�����7AB.�"��7AM-:�-.�&�" �"����!��+��9"#��C����% �"����</

We rented a small room in a private house of a neighboring village, arranged a 

laboratory there and a couple of years later, after the repeated attempts, finally we 

made a couple of promising mini-vapor prototypes (Fig. 20). 

Fig. 20. Alexander and Leib Berlin $�"#����(5 "����!��+��% ������%�&���' ��

In a small device - the anesthetic vaporizer there are three most common processes: 

the evaporation (mass transfer) of a liquid anesthetic into the gas stream 

(aeromechanics) inhaled by the patient; for the anesthetic evaporation requires 

adequate heat (due to heat transfer with the surrounding air). 
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These three processes are considered using the same physical and mathematical 

&���(�&� �� 8�� � ���5��� � ���5� �
����� �� &# ��� ���� �6� �6�!:� �" $��":� ��2#"���"�

[21]). 

50-60 years ago, unstable low-resistance vaporizers 8�!��$-�% ��3where gas is 

inhaled through a vaporizer) dominated in inhalation anesthesia, but were then 

� &��( !��6���� ��((9��" �#�2#�� ���"��( ��� ��8�&� �9���- where gas passes under a 

differential pressure 100 times greater than when breathing). At the turn of the 

millennium, the famous anesthetist  Nunn GF [5] ��5 !:� ��#6� !�!� !��$-over 

�� �"# ���� �"�&N�:� ! �&�" � ��&��"��"� �!%��"�2 �� 8��! & �! �( � ����� #�2#-pressure 

gas sources and efficiency). 


# � ��� :� �"� $��� ��"9���� "�� ���% � "# � �(��&��(�" !� &���� ��?� "�� ��5 � �� perfect 

vaporizer as precise as ��8�!�
&�%�#�� 
�8���!��8$;-resistance as �draw-$?��&.  

The problem is difficult to solve, since the best draw-over analogs cease to work at a 

2��� ���$� ��" � J� 0��;���� 8�"� �� ��$� � ���"��( � ��� --10 Pa, pressure and temperature 

&9���"����:�! ���"6���� 29����"6��(�9�# !���"# ��� �"# "�(�(��( �"��"����(��"���</


# � %�&���' �� ��� �" '��"-0�� #�!� "# � ����� (��&�� �"�� ��� "# � �"�����' !� ��$-

resistance one: a direct-flow concentration control and an vapor chamber with slot 

channels (Fig. 21), which favorably distinguished it from known foreign analogs at 

low gas flow rates (<3-4 L/min). 

In Ginot-Shomron laboratory, 30 years later, I eliminated the main reason for the 

���"�����"6� ���  % �� "# � � �"� ��� �2�� %�&���' ��/� �� �%6� anesthetic vapors are not 

$��# !��9"������"# �%�&���(#��� ���6���$ �5��"� ���������2#"��2��-oxygen, but if 

the chamber is raised to the level of the concentration control, this micro-density 

difference is leveled. I immediately checked this idea on the old serial vaporizer 

��� �" '��"-0�� 8"#��� 2��"� ����� �� )��! �� ���#5�%�56� 	� ���92#"� "�� 	��� �</� 	�� "# �

regular vertical position of the vaporizer, the anesthetic concentration exceeded  
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Fig. 21. ��� �" '��"-0��vaporizer. US Patent 3836129, 17/09/1974 
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the limits of the scale error when the gas consumption was below 2 L/min (in this 

(���"�9("���� �# �%6� �� �"# "�(�� ����$�� �9"� ��� "# � (#��� �� ��"�� "# � gas stream). 

When the vaporizer is placed horizontally, the concentration stabilizes even with a 

smaller gas flow rate. 


# �$��5�$��� ����� ��% �� �����M���� "��M�&�� ��� "# �&���!�� ���� "# �%����2 �O���"� - 

�#������ 8��� ��#������ O��! ���� "# � � �� � ���$ ���2� "�  �� ���9�!� "# � #�9� � ��!�

along the street). 

Models ���"# ��&���"�������� �2��  ���2������$ !�"����&��% �"# ������characteristics 

��� �����2�� 8��(�9!��2� "# � �$�� %�&���' �� ��� �" '��"� -0�<� � % ���� "�� �� 8�6�$ �2#"�

and concentration stability). 

The first mini-vaporizer model on a new idea (from a can of tuna with a diameter of 

60 mm) became in 5 times smaller than the best �����2�/��"�"# ����P����������������

(after the names of its founders and principal performers - Mikael, Aria, Yakov) they 

��! �"# ������! "��������� $����(5 "��8@..�2<���!�"# ���+��% ������8-�"�� ����� �

&�$ ��9�<���	�	���� vaporizers. 

For the rest of the money we had educational trips to the leading AM firms Drager 

(Germany, [15]) and Penlon (England, Attachment 8.4). 

The 2-nd part of the story practically ended in 2005 before the wall of impossibly 

 )& ���% � 8��� "# � �� �"�� - more than $ 1 million) tests for the certification of a 

medical device. 

Part 3. Engineering Renaissance in Russia 

In 2006, I applied for support to Russian colleagues - anesthetists and engineers - and 

received effective assistance. 

Professor Nikolai Burov, the famous Russian �� �"# �����2��"�2�% �#�����! ���2�(����

support. He first breathed himself through a new vaporizer, and then showed it to 

Professor Igor Molchanov, the chief anesthesiologist of Russia, in the next office of 

the Botkin Hospital. 
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It is clear that the process of developing prototypes, state technical and medical tests 

and industrial development stretched out (for 7 years as it turned out). The first 

���&� �� ��� �&�(5 "�� %�&���' �� $ � � &��!9( !� �"� "# � �#�� �� &���"� �6� �� )��! ��

Pyshnov, Ph.D (see our website www.minivap.net:� � ("���� �
 �(# ��� ��!�

���"�(�&��"��</�
# �� "# �&��( ���$��� �9(( ���9��6� (��"��9 !:� "#��5�� "�� "# � �����(����

support of the State Innovation Fund (the competitive 3-stage program 2007-2014 

with quarterly reports of 200 pages). 

In 2011, it was possible to raise the anesthetic concentration up to 6% in a pocket 

��	�	���-0.;	�� (by 1.5-2 times), due to the improvement of the concentration 

(��"���� ��!� "# � ���(5��2�� ��� "# � %�&��� (#��� �� 8�!!�"������  %�&���"���� �9rfaces, 

 )(�9����������"�2���"��'�� �</

During 2011-12, at the second stage of the state contract with the Fund, new models 

��� &��"��� � ��� ��������� � $ � � (���"�9(" !� ��!� " �" !� ���� ������ #��&�"���� ��!�

specialized clinics. Thus, we found a promising market niche for mini-AM that 

corresponds to the basic contingent of patients (children and pets: dogs, cats, mice 

and birds). 

A batch of pocket vaporizers from non-magnetic Titanium was prepared for Magnetic 

Resonance Imaging (MRI). At the same time it was possible to develop and produce 

samples of 5 times more powerful (in terms of anesthetic concentration and gas flow) 

��	�	���-0.;���%�&���' �������! ��"���9�&����"# �� �"��$ �" ���������2�/

Still, we found an effective heat carrier with a melting point of 18 °C (due to the help 

of Boris Raiderman with his friend Mikhail Mitrofanov). 

Throughout the entire Russian epic, small (filigree soldering of the first thin-walled 

cases and micro-bellows) and large (factory technology and production) problems

were solved by wise prompts and hands of Ph.D. Alexander Yushkin (universal as 

Leonardo da Vinci, www.minivap.net). 
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The final chords were made in the spring of 2014, when I reformed the last hundreds 

pages of the scientific and technical report of the state innovation project, received

the last portion of money (50 new vaporizers were made then) and promptly healed

(left-sided hernia) in the Botkin Hospital thanks to the anesthetist Lev Leonid 

��5��� %�8�!�9�� �� ��<�- my Teacher and co-author of the patents. 


# � � )"� ��9& �� &���� ��� � ���� !� 9�� ���% !� - the penetration into the world 

niches that are promising for our portable AM: emergency and military medicine, 

pediatric anesthesiology (including dentistry), district hospitals and veterinary 

medicine. 
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8.1. Presentation at the Exhibition MEDICA 2012 
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   8.2. Prospect.        PORTABLE AM «COLIBRI» & VAPORIZERS «MINIVAP» 
Hospitals

Vaporizers «MV-20/I» (to the 
right) and «MV-20/S» 

Stainless steel or Titanium � Vaporizer «MV-20/S» OUT of circuit AM  
�MK-110�, Japan (Maxillofacial Surgery) 

Vaporizer «MINIVAP» 
IN circuit of Ventilator

Veterinary 

AM «Colibri» for small 
animals, vaporizer «MV-

20/I» IN circuit AM «Colibri», vaporizer «MINIVAP-20/I» OUT of circuit
Emergency & Military field

AM «Colibri» for Emergency & 
Military field: 

Spontaneous Breathing 

Artificial Ventilation with 
bag Ambu 

AM «Colibri» with Mapleson A 
breathing circuit 

��@! ?����8�(work on compressed gas or ambient air with any anesthetics and any breathing �ircuits) 
��-""��# ?� (provide 10 MAC for the mouse at a gas rate of 0.1 L/min, and for a horse - at a rate of 20 L/min)  
and economical (10 times less the working anesthetic minimum and the residue after draining) 
��3 ! �#��� (vaporizer "MINIVAP-20/I» less mask) 
��'$
��# %8� with any Automatic Ventilator and O2 Concentrators (Armed, AirSep) 
��.�"��(vaporizer "MINIVAP-20/I» works at any tilt) 
��.#�%8��when changing the gas flow rate (from 0.1 L/min), temperature and pressure 
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AM «Colibri» intended for inhalation anesthesia in hospitals as well as in the military field, 
emergency and veterinary medicine.

�
Outlet anesthetic concentration of vaporizers «MINIVAP-20/I» (above) & «MINIVAP-20/S»                                  

����! ��8�<�#��$"��3/1/�0(&�?��$� 7���
Parameters G��-20/I» G��-20/S»

Dial setting range, vol.%  0 - 6 0 - 10 
Temperature range, oC 5 - 35 15 - 35 
Atmospheric pressure, kPa        70 3 1101)         70 - 110 
Gas flow range, L/min 0,2 - 10 0,2 - 15 
Pressure drop at 10 L/min, mm H2O E0. E7.
Anesthetic volume, mL 40 100 
Wick volume, mL 3 5 
Angle of tilt, degrees 180� 90�

Mass, kg 0,4 1,5 
Input/Output 15F/15M 22F/22M 

1)3 km above sea level 

Literature 
1. ��������/�/:��������/�/:�������������/�/��������������������� �������������/��/:�0.7.. 
2. ��"�����/3/����/�/�0��������� �����5����� ��������������/��/- 1/, 2017. 
3. G	����"������������ ��������������#��������H/�0..B:�$�-:��/�DD-B7R�0..D:�$�-:��/�1D-49. 
4. RU Patents $$�0@0A069, 2383362, 2372947, 2490034, 2497553.  
5.       '������/(/�1����������������������������������������������*������� ��/�LAP, 2018. 

�+� �"���(�" ��$�2�- 2010/06696, $�-/�� RU.��18..00129 16.09.2016 
Manufacture «�I,	-�» - �oscow, + (495) 962 0175 / mitk-m@telemost.ru /  www.mitk-m.ru

S&M Firm «�INIVAP» - �oscow, + (499) 907 2872 / aleberlin@mail.ru / www.minivap
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Atachment 8.3�
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Attachment 8.4 

PENLON Test «Output Halothane Concentration 3 Gas Flow»  

of the «MINIVAP» laboratory sample  

(Development Engineer Richard Kent - 11/03/2003)�
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Attachment 8.5 
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Attachment  8.6                          �-mail Letter�

26/1/2017

Good afternoon.

I report on the experience of using the miracle machine «Colibri». There were some 

pretty surmountable problems. But now everything is working well. It very 

facilitates, simplifies and speeds up the work. 

I always work alone and for me portability and simplicity of this machine are of 

primary importance. In the photo the device is in actual operation. 

If the surgery is short and the patients are few attach the device to the animal without 

special sealing.  

If I want more tightness to reduce the anesthetic consumption and pollution of the 

atmosphere, I use a «collar» in the form of a surgical glove. 

The average fuel consumption of Isoflurane in the cat up to 5 kg (45 min in the «S» 

scale position «4») is 3 ml. 

I obtained the necessary anesthesia depth only at the «4» Sevoflurane position (about 

6 vol.% Isoflurane). If the plane of anesthesia becomes too light, I squeeze Ambu bag 

several times to increase the inspired anesthetic concentration.

For dogs over 5 kg I use intravenous anesthetic and some Isoflurane, if there is a 

suitable mask. I strongly reject intubation. I am looking for a suitable shape and size 

of the masks. Those that are in stock are extremely inconvenient. 

In short, thank you very much for such a wonderful device!

Yours faithfully,

Dr. Elly Berchanskaya                                         

Nahariya, Veterinary Clinic «Beethoven»

ellynaharia@gmail.com

054-5743818 
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Isoflurane Anesthesia with portable AM «Colibri» 

Dr. Elly Berchanskaya        ellynaharia@gmail.com     054-574381 

Nahariya, Veterinary Clinic «Beethoven» 
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Attachment  8.7. Hydrodynamic calculation of the curvilinear vaporizer 
chamber 
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8.8. «ANESTEZIST-1» vaporizer 
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8.9. Portable AM «NARKON-2» 
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